White House Rose Garden

4/4(?)/63
16mm, sil., Kodachrome II master, 400'. Photography by Cecil Stoughton.
Source, Paul Fisher, White House Item #25 of Box 17.

Candid photography of the South lawn, the Rose Garden, the East Wing, and of a picnic on the lawn, attended by Mrs. Jacqueline Kennedy, Mrs. Toni Bradlee, John F. Kennedy Jr. and Caroline Kennedy, and other children (the Bradlee's?).

Shot List
0'- Shot of the Garden, facing the west. Also shots of the East Wing and the South Portico. At one point the camera moves out of the Oval Office and pans the grounds, as the President might have looked at it.
96'- The children picnic on the South Lawn, and play.
150'- President John F. Kennedy joins the kids at the slide.
171'- John Jr. is escorted to the helicopter and put aboard by the nurse. The helicopter lifts off.
197'- The children play in the fountain on the lawn. Mrs. Kennedy and Mrs. Bradlee are there, and are joined by two unident. men, one of whom is taking still pix. They leave the pool and return to the mansion.
287'- Back out on the lawn, near the playhouse. Probably after the swim. The picnic is on. The President is with them.
319'- More garden scenes and shots of the mansion.
376'- The children at the playhouse. John Jr. gets a swing by the nurse.
393'- Shots of the gardens and gardeners.
400'- end action.
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